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Decentralized finance, better known as DeFI, is part of a system whereby financial
products are made available on a public blockchain network, making them open,
without centralized custody, and available for anyone to use.

Multiple technologies and protocols are used to achieve the goal of
decentralization. For example, a decentralized system may consist of a
combination of open source, Blockchain, and software technologies.
 
It is an emerging field that allows users to bypass intermediaries and make
financial transactions directly with each other. Currently, it is gaining ground as an
alternative to traditional financial services.
 
DeFi already offers virtually the same services as traditional banks and centralized
financial institutions. In addition, every day they launch new products and options
to make transactions.
 
They allow users to use cryptocurrencies in most services, unlike traditional
banks, whose services require government-issued fiat currencies.

They use smart contracts, also called smart contracts.
 
These transactions are protected, in turn, by blockchain technology.

Most DeFi products do not take custody of your funds, which allows you to
maintain control of your assets.

With DeFi, you access your funds or assets through a secure digital wallet.
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Botopia.finance is a decentralized finance (DeFi)
FinTech that facilitates access to profitable
passive income through the use of artificial
intelligence operating on our customer service
platform.
 
Technology finance company based in Dubai,
United Arab Emirates. Botopia Finance Ltd.

A smart investment service that changes the way
people understand and manage their finances,
allowing them to increase their earning capacity.

Our proprietary software is the foundation of our
customer service and decision-making platform.
 
Automated AI that in real time analyzes more than
300 pairs for selection while analyzing multiple
indicators and the crypto assets with the highest
volatility, volume and profitability in the market.

Thanks to this technology we are able to foresee
the evolution of prices in the market and make the
most convenient investment, at the right time,
thus maximizing return.

 



Facilitate access to profitable passive income for
anyone regardless of capital or location.

Offer easy access to the cryptoactive market through
our investment platform without the client requiring
prior experience in the financial sector markets, where
they only have to choose what capital to invest, what
interest to earn and how often.

Balance the balance of equal opportunities in the world
of finance and investment. 
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Disruption in the
investment market
with returns higher
than the of your
competitors.



Botopia offers a tiered user level system that allows both individuals and
institutions to participate in our project, regardless of their financial capacity or
prior investment knowledge.

Our company philosophy is to offer easy access to the cryptoactive market
through our investment platform without the user requiring previous experience in
the financial markets.
 
The user only has to choose what capital to invest, what interest to earn and how
often*.

*minimum 2 weeks (60% APR).
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TRIPLE TIERED REWARD SYSTEM

Botopia offers a unique triple reward system in the crypto asset market made
up of:

PASSIVE RETURNS using our automated investment
platform:

 60% APR
 82.12% APY

 -Possibility of capitalizing every 8 hours.

The compound capital cannot exceed the maximum investment allowed in
each TIER.

If this condition is met, the excess repayment will be perceived as capital
gains and will not be added to the compound interest until the TIER levels are
increased.

 



PASSIVE REFLECTIONS of the smart contract of our token (BTOP) for
access to the investment platform (2% purchases and sales).

There is no need to lock the tokens to prevent such reflections from
occurring, but it is necessary to maintain the level equal to or higher than
that purchased in the initial investment.
 
In the case of reducing the level of the level, if there is an ongoing
investment, the commission level will be increased to the current level, the
maximum capital allowed will be reduced (if applicable) leaving the
remaining capital in surplus and outside the annual APR.
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REFERRAL PROGRAM with 0.1% profit for each referral.

A new user who accesses the platform with a valid referral code
will benefit from a commission reduction of 0.1% when
withdrawing profits.

A user who shares their unique referral code will earn 0.1% of the
profit earned from their referrals.

This value can be consulted online on our investment platform and can be
withdrawn at any time by the user. 
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The project token will be a utility token called BTOP, developed on the BNB
Smart Chain (BSC) BEP-20 protocol, which will be made up of a maximum of 120
million token units.

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is the blockchain that works in parallel to Binance
Chain.
 
In this case, BSC is oriented towards smart contracts, allowing it to operate on
decentralized applications on a platform without permissions.

Binance Smart Chain uses a BEP-20 token.
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BTOP BSC CONTRACT:  0xf78a2e1824638d09571172368bbe1d8d399893ab

Faster and cheaper transactions

Transparency and demonstrability
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Contract wallet

Portfolio for the creation of the BTOP token and in charge of future airdrops as
well as rewarding the user's temporary loyalty or level increases.

0xa87585e0878AbA29ea2B1a7d8a83825f287f6284

Global user wallet

It will be the intermediary treasury portfolio between the users of the investment
platform and the AI   bots in charge of moving investments between users and
CEXs where the bots work. Receive 2% of BTOP trades.

0x8fCF58ECB38038C0eb20fcAc84369d592dD8aD23

Bank wallet

Defined as a security wallet with USDT or BNB to cover the treasury of the
global user wallet. The capital of this wallet, in part, will also be used in AI bots
to increase their capital and strengthen the treasury.

0xC0a6274f1645E8B5381CfdC946EBEFb289389648
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Dev Wallet                                                                  
0xe06aFC1F2dFA0a7CaA85455254B5340f8C76bb0a  
       

Marketing Wallet 
0x88D69A3AC0689634645b06987322E082b47be27F

RESERVE FUNDSRESERVE FUNDSRESERVE FUNDS

 49.02%
PRIVATE SALEPRIVATE SALEPRIVATE SALE

14.85%
MARKETINGMARKETINGMARKETING

10%

DEV WALLETDEV WALLETDEV WALLET

10%
PANCAKE LPPANCAKE LPPANCAKE LP

9.73%
BURN BTOPBURN BTOP

6.4%
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RAÚL BALLADAREZ

CEO & FUNDADOR

GUSTAVO CASADO

CTO & FUNDADOR

ANTONIO MELLADO

CCO

Business Studies.
  
Master in business and
digital marketing,
ThePowerMBA.

 Digital Intelligence at
HarvardManageMentor

Marketing Director at
various projectors.
Passionate about NFT
digital art.

Higher studies in
Telecommunications
Engineering.

More than 20 years of
experience in the IT
SECTOR.

More than 10 years in
the crypto world
optimizing automated
buying and selling
algorithms using AI.

Marketing and Law.

Founder of different
sports and leisure
companies.

Defi investor with
experience of more than
10 years.

Experience in
organization and
management of sports
projects.
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